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LEVEL UP

Transform steel into new opportunities for growth.

Competition between industrial chains has a worldwide playing field. 

In ABS, the steel making division of the Danieli Group, we design new 

competitive solutions which help our customers win this daily game.

We examine each market change, innovative processes, methods and 

technologies. We are the result of our experience, based on a strategic 

vision, design intelligence and imagination.
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ACCIAIERIE BERTOLI SAFAU
Officine Bertoli and Safau join together 
to create the Steel-making division of the 
Danieli group.

SAFAU
Safau is founded, 
marking the 
start of a lengthy 
tradition of 
innovation.

OFFICINE BERTOLI
Giuseppe Bertoli 
enters the
steel industry
with workshops
bearing his name.

DANARC
A revolutionary 
100-tonne DC 
electric furnace.

ITALY 50%

EUROPE 40%

ROW 10%

Mechanical 
engineering

41% 28%
12% 9% 10%

Automotive Oil & Gas Power
generation

Other
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SCORE & 
RESULTS
Our strength is choosing to specialise 

production in the sectors with the 

highest added value, where

excellence is essential.

This spirit has taken us everywhere.
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ACM
The ABS Research 
Centre in Metz, 
a workshop in the 
heart of Europe’s 
steel industry.

ROTOFORGIA
A plant capable of 
producing a hot rolled 
product up to 500 mm.

CONTINUOUS 
CASTING 
MACHINE
It’s the largest in 
the world, with a 
production range 
up to ø 850 mm.

SISAK
ABS acquires Sisak, 
a Croatian melt 
shop, equipped 
with an EAF 
furnace.

LUNA
The hot rolling 
plant designed 
to speed up 
production times.
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PREDICTIVE 
ANALYSIS
 Process 

 optimization
 Defect 
 Events with

 high risk level

NEW QWR PLAN
Quality Wire Rod.

ARTIFICIAL 
INTELLIGENCE
 Scrap  

 classification
 Quality 

 inspection
 Metallographic 

 analysis

GEOLOCALIZATION
Internal logistic 
optimization.
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ABS was created in 1988 by the merger of two legendary

steel-making companies: Officine Bertoli and Acciaierie Safau.

We have focused on innovation ever since.

In a constantly evolving world, we have invested in skills, specialisation, 

technological innovation, digitalisation and sustainability.

THE UNTRADITIONAL 
TRADITION
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VISION
We strive every day to be the partner of choice in guaranteeing 

excellent solutions with leading-edge processes and technologies,

for sustainable progress.

MISSION
With the enthusiasm and excellence of our staff, we work

with our customers to provide quality products and services.

We invest in technology and organisation to the benefit

of all stakeholders.

VALUES
 Focus on the customer

 The person

 Team spirit

 Ethics

 Innovation

 Excellence

 Sustainability

THE PRINCIPLES 
WHICH

GUIDE US
Each day-to-day action is the result 

of a professional and human project.

It is a project in the making which we 

want to share with our customers.
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CONTINUOUS CASTING

FORGED PRODUCTS

BARS
Peeled and Ground

INGOTS

HOT ROLLED PRODUCTS
shape [mm]:

shape [mm]:

product range [mm]:

shape [mm]: weight [t]:

n° faces:

n° faces:

length [m]:

length [m]:

length [m]:

min 3,25

min 4

min 4

max 12,5

max 12

max 12

200 - 850

250 - 1030

30 - 160

450 - 1000

535 - 1040

29 - 500160 - 170

280 - 800

40 - 480

8

24

31,5

28

22

98,5

shape [mm]:

Cylindrical polygon

V-Shaped Polygon

5 - 25

WIRE RODS
clockwise winding

product range [mm]:

6

900 1250

600 - 2400 1250 3000

inside dia. [mm]:

coil height [mm]:

outside dia. [mm]:

coil weight [kg]:



PRODUCTION 
LINE

The ideal product
for every use.

We have used experience

to develop new products

and new process technologies.

The result is our exceptionally high quality 

range. A range which is unique in terms 

of variety of hot rolled and continuous 

casting products.
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SCORE &
RESULTS
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FORGING

A Danieli technology which guarantees in line 
controls and high performances.

In a sector where optimising timing is essential, we carry out

non-destructive testing and heat treatments during the hot rolling 

process, thus shortening lead times between the order and the product

being ready.

The need to find lightweight solutions with the best mechanical 

characterisation for the most demanding application led to the 

development of a range of bainitic steels at our Metz Reseach Centre.
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1,5%
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18%
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Mechanical 
engineering
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SCORE &
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SEMIS &
OPEN DIE  

A unique range of dimensions worldwide for 
semi-finished and hot rolled products.

Every complex application requires materials which are meticulously 

designed in each single detail. This continual search for improvement has 

resulted in our range of continuous casting blooms with a cross-section 

from 200 to 850 mm.

There is also a range of hot rolled products with a 340-500 mm round 

cross-section and a 300-500 mm square cross-section, comparable to 

forged products in terms of internal soundness.
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4%
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Mechanical 
engineering

Automotive
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Power
generation

Other

Bearing

SCORE &
RESULTS
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MECHANICAL 
ENGINEERING

A wide range, a single interlocutor: this is 
the one-stop-shop service for mechanical 
engineering.

From the smallest gear to large-scale works, we offer a one-stop-shop 

service based on the customers needs’ for each specific product.

This is a unique range in terms of quality and dimensions, one of the 

largest in Europe which includes peeled and ground products finished 

by Qualisteel, our cold finishing centre.
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QUALISTEEL

The cold finishing facility which enhances the 
mechanical sector.

Qualisteel is a genuine ABS mechanical industry, offering a further and 

innovative range of mechanical products. The centre specialises in cold 

finishing and its purpose is to enhance the sector with a range of peeled 

and ground products from 30 mm to 160 mm, characterised by high 

quality levels of surface finishing and dimensional tolerances.
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One single plant for

several applications.

 Low Carbon

 High Carbon

 Cold Drawing

 Chain

 Cold Heading 

 Welding

 PC Strand

 Auto Suspension Spring

 Bearing



WIRE ROD
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The QWR plant represents state-of-the-art 

technology for rolling wire rod. 

Nothing has been left to chance.

The utmost flexibility with respect to the management of the rolling 

diameters and the possibility of modelling the product according to the 

customer’s most sophisticated requirements, in terms of mechanical 

characteristics and more, make ABS a unique reference point for quality 

and service in the wire rod sector.



RESEARCH 
CENTRE

The ABS Research Centre in Metz, an innovative 
workshop in the heart of Europe’s steel industry.

An innovative gamble was needed to keep up with change. This led 

to the creation of the ABS Centre Métallurgique (ACM), an innovative 

material transformation workshop. Here an international team is 

studying potential new horizons for steel production. ACM is located in 

Metz, at the heart of Europe’s steel industry, and symbolises our spirit, 

always seeking innovative ideas which combine science, materials and 

imagination.

SERVICES

 Characterisations

 Numerical simulation

 Metallurgical Expertise

 Research projects

 Process support

 Training
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Having a significant impact on our customers’ success is so much 

more than a simple promise.

It is our objective.

We strive to ensure they express all their business potential.

Wherever change takes us, we will be by their side.

ABS: a fixed point
in a changing system

ABS CERTIFICATES
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Direzione Commerciale

Via Achille Grandi, 30 - 25125

Brescia (BS) Italia

Tel: +39 030 6060795

Acciaierie Bertoli Safau S.p.A.

Via Buttrio, 28 - 33050

Pozzuolo del Friuli (UD) Italia

Tel: +39 0432 613211

Sisak d.o.o.

B. Kavurica, 12 - 44000

Sisak - Croatia

Tel: +385 44565151

ABS Scandinavia A.B.

Boställsvägen 7, 1 Tr - 70227

Örebro - Sweden

Tel: +46 709555616

ABS Centre Métallurgique

Rue Pierre Simon 

de Laplace, 10 - 57070

Metz - France

Tel: +33 355944009

ABS Deutschland G.m.b.H.

Am Brüll, 17 - 40878

Ratingen - Germany

Tel: +49 21028674439

ABS Ibérica S.L.

Vieja de Lezama, 82 - 48007

Bilbao - Spain

Tel: +34 946464048

WHERE IS ABS?
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PLANTS
 ABS Headquarter
 ABS SISAK

RESEARCH CENTRE
 ACM

SALES OFFICES

 OFFICES



www.absacciai.com


